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A600 – Everything For the Perfect Coffee
With its ingenious Swiss technology, the newly developed A600 from Franke Coffee
Systems facilitates preparation of individual drinks of the highest quality. The
touchscreen with intuitive operation opens up new dimensions of interaction with
customers and service personnel. This is something that makes it possible for the A600
to take efficient drink service to the next level.

Endless innovation efforts undertaken by Franke Coffee Systems come together in the new
A600. The needs of restaurateurs as well as coffee roasters and enthusiasts were all given
equal consideration in development.
Intelligent Service Mode
The touchscreen with crystal clear resolution offers intuitive menu navigation, thus further
enhancing the user's ability to provide efficient drink service. A selection of drinks can be
assembled individually on the touchscreen, which is arranged to optimally meet the challenges
of the large orders that restaurateurs may have to handle every day. While in service mode,
personnel can enter in a number of different drink requests simultaneously and the A600 will
just carry on making drink after drink. This relieves the pressure on the service team and
ensures that full capacity is reached.

Self-Service Made Easy
Self-service is also a breeze with the A600's intelligent touchscreen. Here the guest can order
from an attractive drink menu, which the restaurateur has filled with his or her own creations
displayed using large images. Selecting a drink is as easy as child's play and it is just as easy to
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choose additional options such as cup size or flavors using the simple touch or request
movements. The user interface also displays advertising messages and screen savers, further
enhancing attractiveness and making it possible to score additional sales.

Coffee Enjoyment With Impeccable Quality
Extraction is the decisive factor in coffee preparation. In this step the most important thing is to
get the most out of the beans. Using ingenious methods and Swiss technology, Franke Coffee
Systems has also optimized the new A600 in this arena. The perfectly synchronized system of
ceramic grinder, patented brewing unit, and high-performance dispensing devices (milk system,
flavor station, cup warmer) ensure the best coffee quality possible. As far as handling is
concerned, components such as the easily accessible bean container with a shape that ensures
optimal bean feed into the machine, the manually removable brewing unit chosen specifically for
the customer from a selection of three designs, or the perfect froth quality of the milk systems
are all perfectly matched to the needs of the restaurateur.
Easy Control
The newly developed LED light concept not only gives the central display a stylish visual
ambiance, but also conveys function notices such as "refill bean hopper or milk" or "empty
coffee grounds". Furthermore, with its automatic, HACCP-compliant cleaning concept, the
FoamMaster also provides maximum assistance to the user by way of its integrated cleaner
cartridge. Not only that, but all important components such as coffee grounds container, milk
tank, or cleaning cartridge are all accessible from the front and easy to remove.

For further information, please contact the public relations office:
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Fax
+41 44 258 41 40
franke@agenturparoli.ch

About Franke Coffee Systems
Delicious coffee makes for wonderful moments. - Franke Coffee Systems is a leading provider of
solutions for coffee preparation beyond the kitchen. The product range encompasses fully automatic as
well as traditional coffee machines, capsule machines, and high-volume coffee brewers. A total of 500
employees work at headquarters in Aarburg (Switzerland) as well as the subsidiaries in Germany, the
United States, Great Britain, and Japan in order to provide the very best coffee solutions. The company
also relies on a global service and distribution network with over 1000 employees. As a company of the
Franke Gruppe, it belongs to Artemis Holding.
Learn more at www.a600.franke.com.
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